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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

PARTIES TO THE DISPUTE 

1. Claimant, Calrissian & Co., Inc., is a hedge fund company incorporated under the 

laws of the Corellian Republic (“Corellia”). 

2. Respondent, the Federal Republic of Dagobah (“Dagobah”), is a state that is 

deemed to be an emerging market and a party to the Agreement between the 

Corellian Republic and the Federal Republic of Dagobah for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investment (“CD-BIT”). 

 

DAGOBAH’S 2001 FINANCIAL CRISIS 

3. In early 2001, Dagobah descended into a two-and-a-half year-long economic crisis 

caused by heavy borrowing on international financial markets, government budget 

deficits, and massive tax evasions. 

4. On 7 May 2001, Dagobah initiated a sovereign debt restructuring by issuing an 

exchange offer to which bondholders would be able to exchange their bonds for a 

new series of bonds with a reduced face value of 43% and provide the possibility 

of cash buybacks with the assistance of the World Bank’s Debt Reduction Facility. 

5. The International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) presented certain recommendations for 

Dagobah to implement sovereign debt restructuring, prevent further increase of its 

debts, and avoid future crises. 

 

THE INTERSTATE DISPUTE BEFORE THE PERMANENT COURT OF ARBITRATION 

6. Representatives of Corellia and Dagobah initiated diplomatic negotiations 

regarding the protection of bondholders under the CD-BIT but could not reach an 

agreement on the issue. 
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7. Corellia then commenced arbitral proceedings against Dagobah before the 

Permanent Court of Arbitration (“PCA”) pursuant to Article 7 of the CD-BIT. 

8. On 29 April 2003, the PCA Arbitral Tribunal rendered its interpretive award, 

stating that sovereign bonds were investments within the definition of the CD-BIT 

and that bondholders are entitled to its standards of protection and to resort to 

investor-State dispute settlement under Article 8 of the CD-BIT. 

9. On 19 May 2003, the dissenting arbitrator, Andreas Jeger, presented his opinion, 

in which he held that sovereign bonds could not constitute an investment under the 

CD-BIT. 

10. Corellian bondholders accepted a restructuring offer made by Dagobah, which 

only represented losses of less than 20% of the net present value of their bonds. 

11. Although Dagobah’s representatives publicly voiced their disagreement with the 

PCA majority’s decision but would not pursue further legal action as negotiations 

with Corellian bondholders were successful.  

12. In August 2003, Dagobah issued a new bonds series. 

13. As Dagobah’s economy seemed stable and showing signs of recovery, Claimant 

purchased Dagobah’s bonds in the secondary market in Corellia in 2005. 

 

DAGOBAH’S 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS 

14. At the beginning of 2010, the global financial crisis of 2008 resulted in a recession 

in Dagobah. 

15. On 14 September 2001, IMF recommended several measures for Dagobah to 

reduce its debt-to-GDP ratio to a more acceptable level within the next decade, 

including the implementation of a new sovereign debt restructuring. 

16. On 28 May 2012, Dagobah enacted the Sovereign Restructuring Act (“SRA”), 

providing that if a majority of the owners of 75% of the aggregate nominal value 

of all outstanding bonds governed by domestic law agreed to modify the terms of 

the bonds, the decision would bind all the remaining bondholders.  
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17. On 29 November 2012, Dagobah issued an exchange offer with the option for 

bondholders to exchange their bonds for new ones worth approximately 70% of 

the net value of the outstanding sums under the original bonds. 

18. On 12 February 2013, all of the bonds under Dagobah’s law were exchanged for 

the new ones, as more than 85% of bondholders decided to participate in the 

exchange offer. The offer was also extended to the remaining creditors, who 

possessed bonds governed by other laws, almost all of which accepted the offer. 

19. The new bonds had Kingdom of Yavin as its selected dispute settlement forum, as 

opposed to the forum selection clause of the old bonds, which granted exclusive 

jurisdiction to Dagobah’s domestic courts. The new bonds also included a 

Collection Action Clause (“CAC”) providing that bondholders would need to 

gather at least 20% of the nominal value of the issue in order to initiate any legal 

action. 

20. On 30 August 2013, Claimant, a holdout minority, commenced arbitral 

proceedings before the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of 

Commerce against Respondent.  
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ARGUMENTS ON JURISDICTION 

 

I. THE TRIBUNAL LACKS JURISDICTION OVER THE DISPUTE 

CONCERNING SOVEREIGN BONDS. 

21. Pursuant to Article 8 of the CD-BIT, the SCC Tribunal’s jurisdiction is limited 

to “any legal dispute between an investor of one Party and the other Party in 

connection with an investment.” While this provision serves as Respondent’s 

continuing offer to arbitrate,1 Claimant’s request for arbitration is improper, as 

this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction [A] ratione materiae and [B] ratione personae to 

hear and try the present case. In any event, [C] Claimant is barred from 

immediately resorting to the SCC Arbitration pursuant to the negotiated 

settlement requirement under Article 8(1) of the CD-BIT. 

A. THE TRIBUNAL LACKS JURISDICTION RATIONE MATERIAE OVER THE 

SUBJECT SOVEREIGN BONDS. 

22. In establishing jurisdiction ratione materiae, the determination of the parties’ 

intent must be made to the text of the treaty2 vis-à-vis customary international 

law as reflected in consistent state practice and the rulings of past tribunals 

dealing with similar provisions.3 In light of this, consistent with prevailing 

international law on the subject, [1] sovereign bonds, as portfolio investments, 

are automatically excluded form the scope of the CD-BIT. Alternatively, [2] 

Article 1 of the CD-BIT expresses the Parties’ intention to exclude sovereign 

bonds from its scope of protection. 

1. The nature of sovereign bonds as portfolio investment per se excludes 

them from the ambit of the CD-BIT. 

                                                
1 Mohammad Ammar Jurisdiction, ¶122. 
2 Art. 31, VCLT; Methanex Award, ¶22. 
3 Stockholm Arbitration Review Journal 5:1 pg. 2. 
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23. BITs generally extend protection over investments that either have lasting 

economic relations with or are at least traceable to an economic activity to the 

host state.4 Since sovereign bonds are freestanding assets that have a high 

velocity of circulation and remoteness from the host state, they cannot be 

deemed protected under the CD-BIT unless they are expressly included in its 

definition.5 

24. This position is supported by Professor Georges Abi Saab, the dissenting 

arbitrator in Abaclat, who noted that since the object and purpose of the ICSID 

Convention are to develop host state’s economic development and stimulate 

flow of private capital,6 the assets to be included should be determined not only 

in terms of economic resources but also in terms of duration in time and the 

assumption of risk.7 Such temporal requirement signifies that contribution 

meant by the convention can only be made through a foreign direct investment, 

effectively excluding portfolio investments.8 

25. Similarly, the CD-BIT’s preamble also states that the object and purpose of the 

treaty is to “stimulate the flow of private capital and the economic development 

of the Parties.” Thus, following the assessment made by Professor Abi Saab, the 

CD-BIT should be interpreted as to exclude portfolio investments such as 

sovereign bonds. 

26. Even if the Tribunal were to apply the more lenient ‘traceability’ test, financial 

instruments can be regarded as a protected investment under a BIT only 

provided that they have a direct traceability to a specific economic activity 

within the host state. In Joy Mining, for example, the tribunal ruled that the 

disputed bank guarantee contracts were not protected investments due to a lack 

of significant connection of the contracts to an economic activity within Egypt.9 

                                                
4 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶57. 
5 Ibid, ¶107. 
6 Ibid, ¶49, 50. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid, ¶53-57. 
9 Joy Mining Jurisdiction, ¶60-61. 
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27. Likewise, there is no indication that Claimant’s bonds, as a portfolio 

investment, can be traced back to any specific economic activity within 

Dagobah. Rather, the bonds could only be traced back to the underwriter from 

whom they were purchased in the secondary market in Corellia.10 Thus, absent 

direct traceability to any specific economic activity, Claimant’s bonds are to be 

held excluded from the scope of protection under the CD-BIT. 

2. The broad language of the asset-based definition of ‘investment’ 

entails exclusion of sovereign bonds. 

28. Regardless of the broad terms used to define investment under Article 1 of the 

CD-BIT, sovereign bonds cannot be automatically included within the ambit of 

this definition.11 In fact, this definition serves to exclude sovereign bonds due to 

[i] absence of an express reference of bonds and [ii] bonds’ lack of 

characteristics of an investment as stipulated under Article 1 of the CD-BIT. 

i.  Lack of express inclusion of sovereign bonds effectively excludes 

them from the protection of the CD-BIT. 

29. Due to the nature of bonds as a portfolio investment, BITs that intend to include 

sovereign bonds as a protected investment usually do so through an express 

declaration.12 In this regard, lack of express reference to sovereign bonds in 

Article 1 of the CD-BIT indicates both State Parties’ intention to exclude bonds 

from its broad framework. 

30. This rationale is supported by established state practice to expressly include 

bonds or debt participation in the BIT definition’s indicative list when it is the 

intention of the parties to do so. For example, the US Model BIT, a model to 48 

ratified BITs,13 includes “bonds, debentures, and long-term notes.”14 Likewise, 

many other BITs expressly include sovereign bonds in their indicative lists, 

                                                
10 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶11. 
11 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶61. 
12 Jamaica-Korea BIT (2003); Article 1, Peru-Singapore FTA (2008); Articles 10.1(6) and 10.18, 
United States-Uruguay BIT (2005),;Article 1 and Annex G. 
13 http://tcc.export.gov/Trade_Agreements/Bilateral_Investment_Treaties/index.asp. 
14 Article 1 (c), US Model BIT. 
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including the Jamaica-Korea BIT (2003), Peru-Singapore FTA (2008), and 

United States-Uruguay BIT (2005).15 

31. The present case should thus be distinguished from Abaclat and Ambiente 

Ufficio, where the disputed sovereign bonds were found to be investments 

within the meaning of the Argentina-Italy BIT,16 given the express inclusion of 

bonds in its definition of investment.17 Thus, the sole issue that was decided in 

both cases was whether the Claimant’s bonds were covered by the phrase 

“bonds” within the relevant BIT. 

32. In contrast, the CD-BIT does not contain an express reference to bonds or debt 

participation in its indicative list. Such omission indicates the State Parties’ 

intention to exclude sovereign bonds from the BIT’s protective framework. As 

such, since sovereign bonds are completely unhinged from the territory and 

control of Respondent,18 the Tribunal should find that Claimant’s bonds are not 

to be deemed investments protected under the CD-BIT.  

33. Claimant may argue that sovereign bonds constitute an intangible property 

under Article 1(vi) of the CD-BIT. However, pursuant to the principle of 

eiusdem generis, providing that general words, when following special words, 

are limited to the genus indicated by those special words,19 the meaning of 

intangible property cannot include sovereign bond contracts. The interpretation 

of the term ‘intangible property’ must be limited to the genus of a specific type 

of investment as enumerated in the chapeau of Article 1 of the CD-BIT. As 

such, for Claimant’s bonds to be deemed an intangible property within the 

catch-all clause, they must have the characteristics of an investment, which are 

herein absent as proven infra. 

 

                                                
15 Jamaica-Korea BIT (2003); Article 1, Peru-Singapore FTA (2008); Articles 10.1(6) and 10.18, 
United States-Uruguay BIT (2005); Article 1 and Annex G. 
16 Abaclat Jurisdiction, ¶355-356. 
17 Article 1 (c), Argentina-Italy BIT. 
18 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion ¶57. 
19 Anglo-Iranian Oil, ¶ 109; Ambatielos Claim Case, ¶ 107. 
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ii. Sovereign bonds are insufficient to meet the treaty factor test 

definition of ‘investment’. 

34. Indeed, even if absent from the list of investments under the provision, assets 

can still be brought within the scope of the treaty provided they meet at least 

one of the three characteristics of an investment as stipulated in the chapeau of 

Article 1 of the CD-BIT. Claimant’s bonds however have none of those 

characteristics. 

35. First, Claimant’s purchase of this bond portfolio in the secondary market in 

Corellia20 disqualifies it from having made a commitment of capital to 

Dagobah. This is because, Claimant’s cash was paid out to the intermediary 

underwriter or financial institution which made the capital commitment to 

purchase the bonds from Respondent in the primary market and to guarantee 

and insure payment for their monetary value to Respondent whether the 

underwriter is able to resell them or not in the secondary markets.21 The passage 

of bonds from the primary market to the secondary market is neither automatic 

nor certain.22 Thus, any commitment of capital exists only between the 

underwriter and the sovereign bond issuer,23 bearing no visible connection to 

the host state itself. 

36. Second, Claimant’s bonds do not carry an expectation of gain or profit, even if 

they do entail the obligation by the issuer to pay interest, which is admittedly a 

form of gain or profit in the ordinary sense. Financial interests cannot be 

regarded as being the same as investment profits or gains because they are 

merely a form of remuneration or fee for a financial debt. This is why interest 

payments are computed based on the value of the debt, its risk rating, and 

maturity date as a financial debt product and not based on the underlying 

economic or investment activity in the territory of the host state.24 

                                                
20 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6) ¶11. 
21 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion ¶70. 
22 Ibid. ¶ 71 
23 Ibid. 
24 Perry. 
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37. Thirdly, Claimant’s bonds do not entail the assumption of economic or political 

risk outside the value of the bonds. At best, Claimant’s sovereign bonds carry 

the risk of default or non-payment by the host state, which is a simple 

contractual risk emanating from the issuer’s contractual obligation to pay out 

the value of the bond and its interest coupon, upon maturity. 25 Moreover, any 

existing risk, if any, is not assumed by the Claimant, as it has been subsumed 

into the value of the bond by virtue of its rating and applicable interest rate 

depending on the economic status of the issuer as a developing or developed 

state.26 Having proven that they do contain any characteristics of an investment 

mentioned under this article, Article 1 of the CD-BIT effectively excludes 

sovereign bonds. 

B. THE TRIBUNAL LACKS JURISDICTION RATIONE PERSONAE OVER CLAIMANT. 

38. Aside from lack of material jurisdiction, the requirement of personal jurisdiction 

is also absent. In order for a national of a Party to be considered an investor, 

Article 1 of the CD-BIT requires that they have made an investment within the 

territory of the host state. While Claimant’s nationality to Corellia is undisputed, 

Claimant has however failed [1] to make an investment [2] within the territory 

of Respondent. 

1. Claimant’s bond purchase in the secondary market in its capacity as 

a hedge fund disqualifies it from making an act of investment. 

39. The test of an act of investment is whether there was a commitment of capital 

by the Claimant to the host state.27 However, as argued supra, Claimant’s 

purchase of the bonds in the secondary market disqualifies it from having made 

a commitment of capital. 

40. Furthermore, Claimant’s institutional structure as a hedge fund means that it is 

not the final investor of such bonds. A hedge fund acts merely as an 

intermediary between the bond issuer and the individual investors as the 

                                                
25 Romak Award ¶231. 
26 Perry. 
27 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion ¶68-71. 
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beneficial owners and final investors of the bonds.28 Thus, given its capacity as 

a hedge fund, Claimant’s purchase of bonds cannot be held an act of investment. 

2. The territorial link between Respondent and Claimant’s bonds is not 

established. 

41. Despite the absence of explicit territorial link requirement, the CD-BIT is to be 

interpreted as to require the territorial link between State Party and the disputed 

investment to be definitely determined29 given the consistent use of the word 

‘territory’ throughout the treaty.30 Respondent thus submits that Claimant’s 

purchase of its bonds has also failed to fulfill the territorial link test31 as 

required by the CD-BIT, as the bonds [1] lack a physical presence in the 

territory of Dagobah, neither [2] does it fulfill the lower threshold of availability 

an economic contribution. 

i.  Territorial link requires a physical presence within the territory of 

Dagobah. 

42. The territorial link under the CD-BIT must be interpreted to require a physical 

presence within the host state. This is because in addition to the six references to 

the word “territory” in the CD-BIT, the treaty defines territory as the physical 

territory within which the State Party may exercise sovereign rights under 

international law.32 As a matter of treaty construction under Article 31 of the 

VCLT, provisions must be read in light of the whole treaty.33 Accordingly, the 

stricter ‘physical presence’ test should be applied in this case to establish 

territorial link. 

43. The tribunal in SGS v. Philippines upheld this strict interpretation of the 

territorial link requirement, stating that: 

                                                
28 Kambhu, p. 3. 
29 Inmaris Jurisdiction, ¶121. 
30 Arts. 2, 3, 4, 9 and Preamble of the CD-BIT; Inmaris Jurisdiction, ¶114. 
31 Inmaris Jurisdiction ¶ 120-121. 
32 CD-BIT; Article 1. 
33 VCLT; Article 31 (2) 
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In accordance with normal principles of treaty interpretation, 
investments made outside the territory of the Respondent State, 
however beneficial to it, would not be covered by the BIT.34 

44. The Tribunal cannot refer to Abaclat and Ambiente Ufficio, which applied the 

more expanded test of economic contribution and availability in determining the 

territorial link between the Argentina and the disputed bonds since absent 

definition of “territory,” the Argentina-Italy BIT does not require a physical 

presence within the host state as a territorial link requirement.35 

45. On the contrary, the CD-BIT clearly requires a physical presence within the host 

state in order for an asset to fulfill the territorial link test. As Claimant 

purchased the bonds in the secondary market in Corellia,36 Claimant’s funds 

certainly were never transferred into the territory of Respondent,37 thus 

disproving territorial link. 

i. Even applying the lower threshold of territorial link, there exists no 

economic contribution and availability of sovereign bonds to meet the 

minimum standard of territorial link. 

46. Even if the CD-BIT’s wording were to be interpreted as to allow for the 

application of the more expanded territorial link test, Claimant’s bonds lack the 

requisite availability and economic contribution to fulfill this test. As have been 

expressed above, Claimant’s purchase of the bonds in the secondary market 

clearly indicates that the bonds were never made available to the host state. 

47. Moreover, Claimant has failed to indicate that their bonds have made an 

economic contribution to Dagobah’s development. Without such explicit 

indication, Claimant’s bonds cannot be presumed to have contributed to the 

development of Dagobah.38 This is because not all funds that are made available 

to a state’s budget are used to contribute to the expansion of the productive 

capacities of the state, as the funds can be used to finance wars or even be 

                                                
34 SGS v. Philippines Jurisdiction, ¶99. 
35 Argentina-Italy BIT; Article 1. 
36 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6) ¶11 
37 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶71. 
38 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶113. 
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diverted through corruption, thereby contributing to the expansion of the 

productive capacities of the country.39  

48. Although Claimant’s bonds were purchased during Dagobah’s economic rise40 

and were issued for the state’s budgetary purpose,41 economic contribution can 

only be established if the bonds can be traced back to a specific economic 

activity within Dagobah,42 which is clearly not the case here.43 Claimant’s 

bonds are in stark contrast with the financial instruments in Fedax44 and 

CSOB,45 which can be traced back to a specific economic activity that 

substantially contributes to the host state’s economy. 

49. In view of the foregoing, the Claimant and their bonds have failed to meet all of 

the requirements to be protected under the CD-BIT. Thus, this Tribunal lacks 

jurisdiction ratione materiae and ratione personae to hear and try the case, and 

must cede the case to the domestic courts of Dagobah. 

C. CLAIMANT IS BARRED FROM IMMEDIATELY RESORTING TO THE SCC 

ARBITRATION WITHOUT PRIOR NEGOTIATION. 

50.  In any event, Article 8 (1) of the CD-BIT effectively bars the Claimant from 

immediately resorting to the SCC Arbitration without prior negotiations. 

Although the requirements of prior negotiations are usually regarded as bars to 

admissibility, the negotiated settlement clause in the CD-BIT must also be 

regarded as a jurisdictional requirement as it is included in the jurisdictional title 

of the SCC Arbitration,46 non compliance of which should result in the 

dismissal of the case.47 

51. This view is upheld by the tribunal in Enron v. Argentina, which ruled that the 

negotiated settlement requirement in the US-Argentina BIT is “very much a 
                                                
39 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶113. 
40 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶11. 
41 Procedural Order No. 3 (Appendix 7), ¶30. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Fedax Jurisdiction, ¶38. 
45 CSOB Jurisdiction, ¶88. 
46 Abaclat Dissenting Opinion, ¶23. 
47 Ibid, ¶25. 
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jurisdictional one.”48 Furthermore, tribunals such as Ethyl49 and Wena50 have 

dismissed the negotiated settlement clause strictly due to strong indications that 

the negotiations could not possibly reach an amicable settlement. 

52. In the present case, Claimant has violated the negotiated settlement requirement 

under Article 8 (1) of the CD-BIT by resorting straight to the SCC Arbitration 

without first engaging in negotiations. Moreover, there is no indication 

whatsoever that negotiations between Claimant and Respondent would not have 

reached an amicable settlement. In fact, Respondent’s history of negotiating 

with bondholders in 200351 indicates that negotiations could have led to a 

settlement of the dispute between the Claimant and Respondent. Thus, 

Claimant’s non-compliance with the negotiated settlement clause under the CD-

BIT serves as a bar to the present Tribunal’s jurisdiction and should result in the 

dismissal of the case. 

                                                
48 Enron Jurisdiction, ¶88. 
49 Ethyl Corp. Jurisdiction, ¶84. 
50 Wena Hotels Jurisdiction ¶ 891. 
51 Uncontested Facts, ¶13. 
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II. THE PCA INTERPRETATION OF ‘INVESTMENT’ IS NOT BINDING 

ON THE PRESENT TRIBUNAL. 

53. In the absence of the rule of stare decisis in international investment arbitration, 

the PCA arbitral award on the interpretation of investment under the CD-BIT 

cannot be regarded as binding precedent, however similar to the facts of this 

present dispute.52 Although it may have some persuasive value, the power to 

decide on the jurisdictional and substantive matters of a dispute ultimately lies 

with the Tribunal itself.53 

54. Admittedly, the principle of stare decisis is not without exception. The PCA 

award may bind this Tribunal [A] if the treaty expressly provides so, [B] if the 

decision forms a subsequent agreement of interpretation, or [C] if the tribunal is 

bound by the doctrine of res judicata or collateral estoppel. Respondent 

nonetheless submits that neither of these two circumstances are found in the 

present dispute. 

A. THE PCA DECISION LACKS AUTHORITY AND AUTHENTICITY IN THE 

ABSENCE OF EXPRESS TREATY PROVISION REFLECTING THE PARTIES’ 

INTENT TO BE BOUND BY THE INTERPRETIVE AWARD. 

55. In order for an interstate interpretive award to be binding upon subsequent 

investor-state tribunals, such award must form an authoritative and authentic 

interpretation of the State Parties themselves.54 This authoritative and authentic 

status may be derived only if there is an express provision within the relevant 

BIT for the award to be binding.55 

56. For example, Article 1131 (1) of the NAFTA provides that the interpretive 

award rendered by the Free Trade Commission (“FTC”) shall be binding on 

subsequent Tribunals. As such, when the FTC rendered their 2001 Notes on 

                                                
52 Stockholm International Arbitration Review 2005:1, p. 3. 
53 AES Jurisdiction, ¶30. 
54 Roberts, p. 60. 
55 ADF Award, ¶177.  
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Interpretation, subsequent investor-state tribunals such as the ADF,56 Pope & 

Talbot,57 and Mondev58 accepted the interpretation as binding. 

57. In contrast, Article 7 of the CD-BIT does not expressly state that an interpretive 

award by an interstate tribunal would be binding upon subsequent investor-State 

tribunals. Rather, it only states that the interstate tribunal will render a “binding 

decision in accordance with applicable rules of international law.” Furthermore, 

the 1976 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, the governing law of the arbitration, 

states that the award “shall be final and binding on the parties.” In view of the 

foregoing, the binding effect of the PCA Award is restricted to the parties to the 

award and may not be extended to subsequent investor-State tribunals absent an 

express provision to that effect. 

B. THE PCA AWARD DOES NOT CONSTITUTE THE STATE PARTIES’ JOINT 

AGREEMENT THEREBY NOT BINDING TO SUBSEQUENT TRIBUNALS. 

58. Claimant may argue that, despite such absence, the PCA Award constitutes a 

subsequent agreement forming an authoritative means of interpretation under 

Article 31 (3) of the VCLT. However, a subsequent agreement may only be 

rendered by the direct Parties to the treaty. As the PCIJ has ruled in Jaworzina, 

the right of giving an authoritative interpretation belongs “solely to the person 

or body who has power to modify or suppress it.”59 For this reason, an act of 

judicial body cannot constitute subsequent agreement unless all States 

explicitly, concordantly, and consistently agree to it.60  

59. In ADF, the ICSID tribunal noted that the FTC consisted of representatives of 

the NAFTA parties and found that the parties themselves were involved in the 

interpretation process, hence “no more authentic and authoritative source of 

instruction on what the Parties intended to convey” is possible.”61 

                                                
56 ADF Award, ¶177. 
57 Pope & Talbot Interim Award, ¶43-47. 
58 Mondev Award, ¶134. 
59 Jaworzina, ¶80. 
60 Japan - Alcoholic Beverages, p. 13. 
61 ADF Award, ¶177. 
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60. This is in stark contrast with the composition of the PCA Arbitral Tribunal. 

Although each State Party appointed someone to arbitrate in the proceedings,62 

they cannot be considered the “Parties themselves” as they were not 

governmental representatives of the states. In fact, Dagobah’s representatives 

publicly voiced their disagreement with the PCA majority’s decision.63 

61. Thus, since the PCA Tribunal did not involve the direct parties to the CD-BIT, 

nor was there any explicit agreement between the parties as to the acceptance of 

the PCA Award, the Award cannot be regarded as binding to this Tribunal. 

C. THE TRIBUNAL IS BARRED FROM REVISITING THE PCA DECISION ON THE 

INTERPRETATION OF ‘INVESTMENT’ UNDER THE PRINCIPLES OF 

COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL AND RES JUDICATA. 

62. Accordingly, the issue of interpretation is open to inquiry to the current tribunal, 

despite the existence of res judicata64 and collateral estoppel.65 Admittedly, past 

tribunals have recognized these principles as general principles of law. 

However, the application of these principles is very restrictive, as to avoid an 

overly broad application that would translate to the existence of stare decisis in 

international law.66  Respondent thus submit that the present Tribunal lacks [1] 

the elements of the ‘triple identity’ test required to invoke res judicata, [2] and 

the identity of issued required to invoke collateral estoppel. 

1. Both proceedings do not meet the ‘triple identity’ test required to 

invoke res judicata. 

63. Under the principle of res judicata, an earlier and final adjudication by an 

arbitration tribunal is conclusive and precludes subsequent proceedings 

involving the same subject matter or relief, the same legal grounds, and the 

same parties.67 These three elements, otherwise known as the triple identity test, 

                                                
62 Uncontested Facts ¶ 8, CD-BIT; Article 7 (3). 
63 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6) ¶ 10. 
64 CME Award, ¶4-5. 
65 RSM Award, ¶7.1.1. 
66 CME Award, ¶10. 
67 Ibid, ¶16. 
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must be cumulatively fulfilled between the prior and subsequent proceedings in 

order for res judicata to apply. 

64. The first element of ‘same parties’ is not fulfilled since the parties to the PCA 

tribunal were Corellia and Dagobah, while the parties to this Tribunal are 

Calrissian Inc. and Dagoah. Even applying the less restrictive test of privity, 

Calrissian Inc. is not privy to Corellia. Generally, privity may indeed be found 

where person’s interest is such that he will be bound by a final judgment as if he 

were a party to such judgment.68 However, specifically in cases establishing 

privity between states and a company from that state, privity may only be found 

if there was an espousal of claims by the state.69 Thus, since Corellia was never 

espoused to Calrissian Inc.’s claims, privity is not established. 

65. As to the second element of ‘same subject matter’, past tribunals have ruled that 

the question of identity depended upon “whether new rights are asserted in [the 

second] claim.”70 The subject matter of the PCA tribunal was restricted to the 

interpretation of ‘investment’71, while the subject matter of the present tribunal 

involves the Claimant’s rights with regards to fair and equitable treatment 

(“FET”), which was not disputed before the PCA tribunal. The subject matters 

of the proceedings are therefore clearly disparate. 

66. Finally, the third ‘identity of legal grounds’ element relates to the specific rights 

and obligations as the ground of the claims instead of the legal instrument.72 In 

this regard, although both the claims brought before the PCA tribunal and the 

present Tribunal are both based on the CD-BIT, the PCA tribunal does not 

involve the breach of any rights under the BIT, while the present Tribunal 

relates to Respondent’s alleged breach of Article 2 of the CD-BIT as 

substantiated infra. As such, both proceedings pertain to different legal grounds. 

                                                
68 CME Award, ¶38. 
69 Ibid, ¶20. 
70 Ibid. ¶47. 
71 Uncontested Facts ¶ 7-8; PCA Award (Appendix 2) Chapter D. 
72 CME Award, ¶50-51. 
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67. As none of the three elements under the triple identity test are fulfilled between 

the PCA tribunal and this Tribunal, this Tribunal is not barred under res 

judicata to revisit the issue of interpretation of the CD-BIT. 

2. The Tribunal is not collaterally estopped from interpreting the CD-

BIT provided that the proceedings pertain to two different bond 

series. 

68. Under the principle of collateral estoppel, a question may not be re-litigated 

between parties or privies if it was put in issue and decided by another court or 

tribunal in a prior proceeding, and the resolution of the question was necessary 

to resolving the claims before the court or tribunal.73 In light of this, this 

Tribunal is not collaterally estopped from re-litigating the interpretation of 

investment because the issues brought before the tribunals significantly differ, 

as each Tribunal pertain to different bond series. 

69. The present Tribunal pertains specifically to Claimant’s bonds, which were 

issued on August 2003, after the PCA Award was rendered.74 While the bonds 

that are the subject matter of the PCA Tribunal were issued long before that. 

Thus, the present Tribunal is not collaterally estopped from re-litigating to the 

issue of interpretation of investment. Rather, pursuant to the doctrine of 

kompetenz-kompetenz,75 the present Tribunal may decide its own interpretation 

of investment in deciding its jurisdiction, despite the existence of preceding 

cases with similar facts and issues.76 

                                                
73 RSM Award, ¶4.6.4. 
74 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶11. 
75 SCC CASE 12/2002 Award; 1999 Swedish Arbitration Act section 2(1) 
76 AES Jurisdiction ¶ 30 
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III. THE TRIBUNAL MUST DISMISS THE PRESENT CLAIMS IN LIGHT 

OF THE FORUM SELECTION CLAUSE UNDER THE SOVEREIGN 

BOND CONTRACT. 

70. Finally, the present dispute must be dismissed to uphold and respect the primary 

jurisdiction of the Dagobahian Courts in view of the forum selection clause 

under sovereign bond contracts.77 as [A] the broad wording of the clause covers 

all claims relating to the sovereign bonds regardless of Claimant’s 

characterization. In any event, [B] the CD-BIT forum selection clause does not 

cover the present contractual claims. 

A. THE FORUM SELECTIION CLAUSE UNDER THE SOVERERIGN BOND 

CONTRACT APPLIES REGARDLESS OF CHARACTERIZATION OF CLAIMS.  

71. Although the exchange offer has effectively changed the forum selection of the 

sovereign bonds contract from Dagobahian Courts to the Kingodm of Yavin 

Courts, [1] Respondent is not estopped from invoking the forum selection 

clause attached in the old sovereign bonds, which [2] due to its broad wording, 

has exclusive jurisdiction over the present claims. 

1. The forum selection clause under the old sovereign bond contract 

prevails over that of the new sovereign bond contract. 

72. Although Respondent upholds the effects exchange offer which has changed the 

sovereign bond contract’s forum selection clause from Dagobah to the Kingdom 

of Yavin, it is not barred by way of estoppel from invoking the forum selection 

clause of the old sovereign bond contract. 

73. Estoppel, as has been recognized by international courts as a general principle 

of law, stipulates that states must, in good faith, act consistent with its 

representations that are relied upon by other parties.78 Elements of international 

estoppel that: first, the statement creating the estoppel must be clear and 

unambiguous; second, the statement must be voluntary, unconditional and 

                                                
 
78 Wagner, p. 1777-1778. 
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authorized; and finally, there must be good faith reliance upon the 

representation of one party by the other party either to the detriment of the 

relying part or to the advantage of the party making the representation.79 

74. In this regard, Claimant may argue that Respondent has made a representation, 

through the exchange offer that the forum selection clause would refer disputes 

to the Kingdom of Yavin and that the Collection Action Clause of 20% would 

apply. As such, there is violation of estoppel when Respondent invoked the old 

forum selection clause afterwards. However, Respondent submits that it is not 

barred from invoking the old forum selection clause, precisely due to the 

absence of Claimant’s reliance on Respondent’s representations. 

75. Nothing indicates that Claimant has relied on any representation that the new 

forum selection clause would apply over the old one. There is only proof that 

Claimant has resorted straight to the SCC Arbitration without due consideration 

to other possible remedies. 

76. Furthermore, Respondent’s invocation of the old forum selection clause is an 

act of good faith, since its invocation means that Claimant can rely on the pre-

SRA terms of the sovereign bond contract, disbarring it from the 20% threshold 

of the new CAC and in fact allowing it to submit its claims to the Dagobahian 

courts.80 In conclusion, Respondent submits that the forum selection clause 

under the sovereign bond contract applies, regardless of how Claimant may 

characterize its claims. 

2. The broad wording of the forum selection clause under the old 

sovereign bond contract allows it to cover all disputes relating to it. 

77. Due to the broad wording of the forum selection clause under the sovereign 

bond contract, such clause applies to the present dispute in spite of its 

characterization. In Pennzoil, the International Chamber of Commerce Tribunal 

ruled that the wording “all disputes arising in connection with the present 

contract,” must be construed to encompass a broad scope of arbitral issues and 

                                                
79 Wagner, p.1779-1780. 
80 Uncontested Facts, ¶22. 
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every dispute between the parties have has a significant relationship to the 

contract regardless of the label attached to the dispute.81 

78. Similarly, the forum selection clause in the old sovereign bond contract states 

that “any dispute arising from or relating to this contract will be exclusively 

resolved before the Courts of Dagobah.” Thus, since the present dispute arises 

from or at least relates to Claimant’s sovereign bonds, this clause vests 

exclusive jurisdiction to the Courts of Dagobah, regardless of how Claimant has 

characterized their claims. 

79. In the event that both sovereign bond contract and BIT cover the present 

dispute, the sovereign bonds forum selection clause must prevail over that of the 

BITs, by virtue of the maxim of generalia specialibus non derogant. This 

means the general provision must yield to the specific one.82 

80. Hence, forum selection clause under the CD-BIT, as the more general provision, 

submits to to the more specific sovereign bond contract, and as such, the 

Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over these present claims that must be handed over to 

the Courts of Dagobah, being the more appropriate forum. 

B. IN ANY EVENT, THE CD-BIT FORUM SELECTION CLAUSE DOES NOT APPLY 

TO THE PRESENT CONTRACTUAL CLAIMS.  

81. Considering [1] the very nature of the present claims as being fundamentally 

based on contractual violations, [2] the CD-BIT does not have jurisdiction over 

them 

1. The present claims are fundamentally based on contractual 

violations. 

82. Claimant’s characterization of its claims as treaty-based is erroneous, as the 

claims solely relate to the rights and obligation of the Parties under the 

sovereign bond contract. A contractual claim may only be elevated to a treaty 

claim where, in addition to the contract claim the Respondent state violates a 

                                                
81 Pennzoil Partial Award. 
82 SPP Jurisdiction. 
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treaty obligation through a sovereign act.83 However, since Dagobah has acted 

solely in its capacity as party to a sovereign bond contract, Dagobah has not 

violated its treaty obligations. 

83. In Ambiente Ufficio, the Tribunal found that Argentina’s enactment of Law No. 

26.017 amounted to a violation of the Argentina-Italy BIT, forming the basis of 

the claimant’s treaty claims.84 However, the Tribunal in that case also observed 

that a state’s enactment of laws and decrees does not necessarily imply the 

exercise of governmental or sovereign authority, but could also constitute an act 

commercial in nature.85 

84. In this regard, Argentina’s enactment of Law No. 26.017 must be distinguished 

from Dagobah’s enactment of the SRA. Argentina’s Law No. 26.017 provides 

that, subsequent to Argentina’s exchange offer in 2005, (i) the Executive Branch 

of the government shall not reopen the exchange process; and (ii) the national 

government is prohibited from entering into any juridical, extra-juridical or 

private transaction.86 The Abaclat and Ambiente Ufficio Tribunals ruled that 

this law had the effect of unilaterally modifying the terms of the contract, as it 

prohibited the government from re-negotiating the sovereign bond contracts 

with bondholders.87 

85. The same cannot be said of the SRA. The SRA did in fact allow for the 

negotiations and participation of bondholders in Dagobah’s exchange offer.88 In 

this case, the specific provision that allowed for the non-payment of the bonds 

was the collective action clause. Thus, the enactment of the SRA only amounted 

to the breach of Dagobah’s obligation of full payment, which is a contractual 

breach. 

86. Even if Claimant asserts that the SRA is a disguised Sovereign Debt 

Restructuring Mechanism as a opposed to a contractual collective action clause, 

                                                
83 Abaclat Jursisdiction, ¶318. 
84 Ambiente Ufficio Jurisdiction, ¶546. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Abaclat Jurisdiciton, ¶78. 
87 Ibid, ¶316, 318, 321; Ambiente Ufficio, ¶544. 
88 SRA, Article 2 (3). 
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such a characterization operates to effectively deprive them of their right to be 

paid their coupon. 

2. The CD-BIT does not cover contractual claims such as the present 

claims. 

87. Since the present dispute relates specifically to the sovereign bond contract, the 

present Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over the present claims. Although 

Article 8 of the CD-BIT states that it encompasses “any legal dispute between 

an investor and a State Party,” this clause is limited to only treaty claims, and 

cannot be interpreted too broadly as to cover contractual claims. 

88. In SGS v. Pakistan and SGS v. Philippines, for example, the relevant BITs 

provided for settlement of “disputes with respect to investments.” The Tribunals 

in both cases ruled that such language of this clause does not imply that the 

contracting parties intend to cover both BIT and contractual claims, and neither 

does it indicate that the BIT dispute settlement mechanism would supersede 

other forum selection clauses between the investors and the state.89 

89. Similarly, despite the broad wording of Article 8 of the CD-BIT, this clause 

must be interpreted to cover only treaty claims and not contractual claims. Thus, 

in view of the very contractual nature of the present claims, the present Tribunal 

lacks jurisdiction over them. Consequently, the present claims must be yielded 

to its appropriate forum, namely the Courts of Dagobah. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
89 SGS v. Philippines Jurisdiction ,¶133; SGS v. Pakistan Jurisdiction, ¶161-162. 
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ARGUMENTS ON THE MERITS 

 

IV. RESPONDENT’S BOND EXCHANGE THROUGH LEGISLATIVE 

COLLECTIVE ACTION MECHANISM IS NOT TANTAMOUNT TO 

TREATY BREACH OF FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT. 

90. Respondent’s reduction of Claimant’s bonds to 70% of their net value90 through 

the collective action mechanism (“CAC”)91 as an exercise of its sovereign 

powers [A] does not constitute FET violation under Article 2 (2) of the CD-BIT. 

As such, [B] Claimant is not entitled to compensation for the loss of their 

outstanding bonds value. 

A. THE DEBT RESTRUCTURING MEASURES AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION 

COMPLY WITH THE FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT CONTAINED IN 

ARTICLE 2 (2) OF THE CD-BIT. 

91. Claimant alleges that violation of FET standard stipulated by Article 2(2) of the 

BIT is based on Respondent’s legislative collective action clause that cuts 30% 

of Claimant’s bond value.92 In essence, FET standard serves the purpose of 

prohibiting actions by states that violate an investor’s right to do business, with 

due cognizance of and strong deference to the principle of state sovereignty.93 

As an autonomous94 rule of law with specific content on its own,95 this Tribunal 

is to interpret the FET rule on a case-by-case basis.96 

                                                
90 Uncontested Facts, ¶18. 
91 Uncontested Facts, ¶17. 
92 Uncontested Facts, ¶18. 
93 CME Award, ¶156. 
94 Tecmed Award, ¶155; Azurix Award, ¶250. 
95 UNCTAD: FET, p. 61. 
96 Mondev Award, ¶318; Noble Ventures Award, ¶181; Saluka Partial Award, ¶291. 
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92. To determine this, and in response to Claimant’s claim, Respondent contends 

that its actions are [1] reasonable, [2] consistent with Claimant’s legitimate 

expectations, and [3] in compliance with due process of law.97 

1. The immediate debt reduction in response to debt unsustainability 

and decrease of market access is a reasonable measure. 

93. Under the notion of rule of law,98 reasonableness threshold requires a measure 

to be founded on reason and rational policies with due regard to the state’s valid 

public interest and functions.99 In this case, the 30% haircut of Claimant’s bonds 

value is reasonable, for several reasons. 

94. While Claimant contends that the implementation of a new debt restructuring in 

this case is not the only measure available for consideration,100 this debt 

restructuring was precisely the condition forwarded by the IMF in order for the 

Respondent to obtain the US$150 billion bailout101 and debt outstanding write-

off,102 a significant aid to keep Respondent’s economy afloat, pointing to the 

reasonableness of the pertinent measures. Moreover, the reasonableness of 

Respondent’s measures is also acknowledged by the fact that 85% of holders of 

bonds under Dagobahian law promptly and willingly participated in the 

exchange offer while “almost all” of the remaining creditors accepted the 

offer.103 

95. With due consideration of all the factors discussed, Respondent thus submits 

that its actions leading to the compulsory bond exchange and haircut are 

reasonable. 

2. The imposition of legislative collective action mechanism through the 

SRA does not run contrary to Claimant’s legitimate expectations. 

                                                
97 Pope & Talbot Inc. Award on the Merits; Mann, p. 244; Dolzer and Stevens. 
98 Schill, p. 31. 
99 Saluka Partial Award, ¶460. 
100 Uncontested Facts, ¶15. 
101 Ibid, ¶16. 
102 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶17. 
103 Uncontested Facts, ¶19. 
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96. There also exists no violation of Claimant’s legitimate expectations by the 

ensuing aggregate imposition of CAC through SRA. 

97. Violation of legitimate expectations104 stems out of a breach of state’s 

representations relied on by investors. Breach may exist when the investor could 

not have known beforehand rules, regulations, and goals of relevant policies and 

administrative practices or directives governing its investments, leading to its 

inability to plan its investment and comply with said regulations.105 

98. In the present case, the Tribunal must note that the very nature of the Claimant 

company as a hedge fund106 means that the risk inherent in its investments by 

the purchase of our bonds forms an indispensable part of its economic 

actions,107 forming its expectations, and that the risk inherent in the purchase of 

its bonds has been fairly reflected in the interest rate attached to the bonds. As a 

hedge fund, it is otherwise unreasonable for Claimant to in effect aim for and 

expect zero-risk investment with regards to our bonds, also with due regard to 

the rating of the bonds.108 

99. Facing the current economic crisis blighting its economy, Respondent enacts 

law and policies it deems necessary to maintain the performance of its public 

functions and keep its economy intact, a sovereign right that it retains and 

legitimately exercises.109 This point is particularly worth noting since 

international law accords “high measure of deference … [extending] to 

domestic authorities to regulate matters within their own borders”.110 

100. Finally, Respondent, with while still making “commitment to a more stable 

economy and financial sector,” never suggested that there would never be 

another debt restructuring in the future.111 Thus, there exist no legitimate 

                                                
104 Waste Management Award, ¶98. 
105 Tecmed Award, ¶154. 
106 Uncontested Facts, ¶22. 
107 Kambhu, p. 3. 
108 Procedural Order No. 3 (Appendix 7), ¶31. 
109 Saluka Partial Award, ¶301. 
110 S.D. Myers Partial Award, ¶263. 
111 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶18. 
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expectations on the part of the Claimant that it can use as a basis for an 

allegation of violation of FET. 

3. Respondent’s grant of Claimant’s right to participate in the 

enactment of the SRA fulfills the due process of law requirement. 

101. Respondent has also behaved in manners consistent with due process of law, 

without ever discriminating against the Claimant in bad faith. Lack of due 

process reflecting injustice112 occurs when there is gross deficiency in the 

administration of judicial or remedial process or failure to provide those 

guarantees generally considered indispensable to the proper administration of 

justice.113 

102. In the present case, the legislative-sanctioned SRA was enacted after an 

extensive period of transparency, where the IMF was consulted and involved in 

its drafting.114 While bondholders were not invited to be similarly involved in 

the drafting, they were still informed of the on-going drafting process and the 

Claimant also made sure that different versions of the text were constantly 

published in relevant agencies’ official websites.115 Even still, Respondent also 

held consultations with a committee representing the owners of approximately 

50% of the bonds’ aggregate nominal value before making the new 2012 bonds 

offer.116 With full cognizance to these facts, Respondent submits that it is not in 

violation of the standard of due process of law. 

103. Absent the fulfillment of the three criteria discussed above, and having 

sufficiently demonstrate that its actions are reasonableness, not in violation of 

any of Claimant’s legitimate expectations, fully complying with due process of 

law, the Tribunal must find the Respondent has not violated Claimant’s right to 

FET. 

                                                
112 Opel Austria, fn. 98; Loewen Award, ¶132. 
113 Brownlie, p. 506. 
114 Procedural Order No. 2 (Appendix 6), ¶21. 
115 Ibid.; Procedural Order No. 3 (Appendix 7), ¶34. 
116 Ibid. 
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B. CLAIMANT IS NOT ENTITLED TO COMPENSATION FOR THE LOSS OF ALL 

OUTSTANDING BONDS VALUE ARISING FROM THE DEBT REDUCTION. 

104. As the allegation by Claimant that there exists a violation of Respondent’s FET 

obligation cannot stand, Claimant is not entitled under Article 3 of the BIT to 

treatment “as regards restitution, indemnification, compensation, or other 

settlement” as to return it to status quo ante.117 

                                                
117 Chorzów Factory 
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V. SHOULD THE TRIBUNAL FIND EXISTENCE OF BREACH, 

RESPONDENT’S FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE CD-BIT IS 

EXEMPTED AS A NECESSARY SAFEGUARD TO HER ESSENTIAL 

SECURITY INTERESTS. 

105. Even if the Tribunal finds that Respondent has breached its obligation of 

according FET to Claimant, Respondent can still rely on an essential security 

interest defense118 to exempt the breach, since [A] assessment of essential 

security interest clause must properly is independent of the customary standard 

of necessity. As such, [B] Respondent can find justification119 for its actions as 

measures safeguarding its essential security interest. 

A. ASSESSMENT OF ESSENTIAL SECURITY INTEREST DEFENSE CLAUSE IS 

SEPARATE FROM THE CUSTOMARY STANDARD OF NECESSITY. 

106. In evaluating defenses for breach of international responsibility, Respondent  

submits that the established rule for the Tribunal to follow must be grounded on 

the already agreed-upon Article 6 of the BIT.120 The conflation of essential 

security interest defense and CIL-based necessity defense into a single, 

inseparable defense has been adopted in cases such as CMS,121 Enron,122 and 

Sempra.123 However, two of these cases have been annulled outright,124 while 

CMS’s substantive legal findings have been criticized by its own annulment 

committee.125 

107. As such, the most recent development of international law points to a wider 

recognition of essential security interest clause in BIT’s as a separate defense 

from the more customarily established necessity doctrine. 

                                                
118 Enron Award, ¶332. 
119 LG&E Liability, ¶205. 
120 CD-BIT, Art. 6 (1) and 6 (2). 
121 CMS Award, ¶317. 
122 Enron Award, ¶333. 
123 Sempra Award, ¶349. 
124 Sempra Annulment; Enron Annulment. 
125 CMS Annulment, ¶129-136. 
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B. RESPONDENT’S WRONGFUL ACTIONS ARE EXCUSED ON THE GROUNDS OF A 

VALID DEFENSE OF PROTECTING ITS ESSENTIAL SECURITY INTEREST. 

108. On the substantive aspect of the essential security defense, as pertinent to the 

present case, it is only necessary for the Tribunal to determine that 

Respondent’s actions were done in manner and ways consistently aimed at 

protecting the legitimate economic interests, forming its essential security 

interest. 

109. This is the finding of the Tribunal in Continental Casualty, which declared it 

sufficient that there be “material or decisive contribution” from the measures 

undertaken to the economic crisis at hand,126 stating that “a genuine relationship 

of end and means” must exist.127 This position is also adopted by tribunals in 

LG&E, as well as in the annulment of CMS.128 Applying this standard, it is clear 

that Respondent’s measures are causally linked to the economic crisis it faces, 

not arbitrary, and serve the material purpose of addressing the crisis decisively. 

110. The economic crisis plaguing Respondent state in 2010 was a consequence of 

the global financial crisis affecting many countries around the world in 2008.129 

As part of its desperate bid to prevent this crisis from imploding, Respondent 

was quick to implement the new sovereign debt restructuring in order to secure 

the bailout of US$150 billion from the IMF,130 while also making sure that its 

current outstanding debts owed to foreign entities would not grow unsustainable 

any further. Due regard must also be made to the growing demonstrations and 

social unrest common in Respondent’s larger cities as a direct result of the 

economic hardship, unemployment rate that affects one-out-of-ten persons, and 

spiking of the inflation rate.131  

111. Furthermore, when some public services were close to being compromised, it 

was the debt restructuring that enabled Respondent to generate enough 

                                                
126 Alvarez and Brink p. 322. 
127 Continental Casualty Award, ¶196. 
128 Alvarez and Brink p. 321. 
129 Uncontested Facts, ¶14. 
130 Ibid, ¶16. 
131 Procedural Order No. 3 (Appendix 7), ¶38. 
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revenues, even after implementing austerity measures.132 In conclusion, 

Respondent’s wrongful actions are excused since they are geared toward the 

recovery of the economy, which formed at all relevant times the essential 

security interest of the state. As such, there exists no liability on the part of the 

Respondent. 

                                                
132 Procedural Order No. 2, ¶20. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

Respondent respectfully prays to the Tribunal to find that: 

A.  The Tribunal lacks jurisdiction under the BIT to decide the present dispute. 

B.  Alternatively, the claims are inadmissible in view of the forum selection clause 

contained in the sovereign bonds. 

C.  Furthermore, in the event the Tribunal decides that it has jurisdiction, the relief 

sought by Claimant has no support in the applicable law and thus should be 

denied; and 

D.  In any event, Claimant shall pay for all costs related to these proceedings. 

 

Counsels for the Respondent 

Team Owada 

20 September 2014 


